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Conference on green spaces and green
infrastructure planning
On 17 May 2016 the international conference “Green Infrastructure – New Challenges for Urban
Landscape Planning” will take place in Ljubljana, the European Green Capital 2016. The conference is
organised jointly by the Slovenian Association of Landscape Architects (SALA) and the Department
of Landscape Architecture, Biotechnical Faculty, University of Ljubljana, in cooperation with the
City of Ljubljana – The European Green Capital 2016 and the Regional Development Agency of the
Ljubljana Urban Region (RDA LUR).

The conference aims to highlight the importance of strategic and comprehensive planning of
green areas and, at the same time, to emphasize the beneficial role of green spaces for the
quality of living environment, for climate change mitigation and for the upgrading of urban
resilience, as well as the role of green spaces in the creation of social, cultural and economic
values of the urban environment. At the conference both domestic and foreign experience in
strategic planning of urban green spaces will be presented. Experts will share their views on
how common approaches in the wider Europe area, such as green infrastructure and ecosystem
services, can be implemented in planning. At the same time the conference will draw attention
to the importance of landscape architecture as an agent of sustainable, smart and peoplefriendly urban design as well as present examples of good practice in comprehensive approach
to urban landscape and green systems in order to understand the positive impact of their
involvement in urban and spatial planning.
Speaking at the conference: Stuart Connop, PhD (University of East London, UK), Ines Hrdalo,
PhD (University of Zagreb, Croatia), Duarte Mata (City of Lisbon, PT), Hans Müller (Helix
Pflanzen GmbH, DE), Matthias Lampert (City of Munich, DE), Jo Sinclair (London Borough of
Barking and Dagenham, UK), Ljiljana Tubić, MSc (Belgrade, Serbia), Professor Ivan Marušič,
PhD (University of Ljubljana, Biotechnical Faculty, Department of Landscape Architecture, SI),
Maja Simoneti, MSc (Ljubljana Urban Institute - LUZ d.d. and University of Ljubljana, Faculty
of Civil and Geodetic Engineering, SI), Ina Šuklje Erjavec, MSc (Urban Planning Institute of the
Republic of Slovenia, SI) and Tina Trampuš (Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for Nature
Conservation, SI).
The conference is intended for wider professional audience and other interested public,
particularly for municipal professional services and other administrative bodies planning
and regulating green areas as well as leading decision-making processes concerning spatial
development. The conference will take place in the Estate Hall at the Ljubljana Castle in
Ljubljana. It will be held in the Slovenian and English languages with simultaneous translation
into both languages.
On the eve of the conference, on 16 May 2016, an opening of the eponymous exhibition
organized by Slovenian Association of Landscape Architects will take place in the Historic
Atrium of the Ljubljana City Hall. The exhibition will expose examples of good practice in the
field of planning, regulation and maintenance of green infrastructure and urban green systems
in Slovenia, Serbia and Croatia will be exhibited. Good practices developed under the EU
project TURAS will be exhibited particularly as a special part of the exhibition. The Green Living
Room Roadshow, a mobile exhibition demonstrating innovative green infrastructure designed
by TURAS, will be hosted in Ljubljana in September 2016.
An introduction to the conference topic will take place in a form of a lecture of a prominent
Scottish researcher Ms. Catharine Ward Thompson, PhD, from the University of Edinburgh,
OPENspace Research Centre on 4 April 2016 at the Main Conference Room of the Ljubljana
City Hall. The lecture will be the first in the row of the events to celebrate the Landscape
Architecture Month 2016 in Slovenia, organized by SALA and the Department of Landscape
Architecture, Biotechnical Faculty of the University of Ljubljana, which will continue to take
place in Ljubljana and around Slovenia (more on www.dkas.si).
In this very autumn, the Department of Landscape Architecture will publish a monograph on
the concept and realization of the Ljubljana Green System, which will also include selected
conference contributions.
A detailed program with registration forms and other information will be presented on the
SALA, RRA LUR and Project Turas websites, on social networks and daily newspapers. Please
contact: info@dkas.si for any further information.
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